**Aimet Delivery Process**

Select the format: digital? Audio? Braille? Large Print?

Contact your friendly neighborhood AT Specialist to sign up the identified student for a Bookshare account. Be sure to include grade, DOB, and qualifying disability. The AT Specialist will return an Individual Membership account to be completed by parents.

Coordinate with your friendly neighborhood AT Specialist to consult on downloading AT, reading tools on student device(s). The AT Specialist will meet as needed with the student to ensure they are able to use the tools and have proper access to print.

***Please make sure that students have their Bookshare Individual Account login information prior to scheduling a time with the AT specialist to complete setup on student devices.***

Resources for learning more about the Delivery of Aim:
- Maine -Aim
- National Center on Accessible Instructional Materials
- Bookshare
- Bookshare web reader for Google Chrome
- Read2Go for iPad
- Capti Narrator for iPad
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